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C. NAIR, A.R. JUNGHANS, M. ERHARD, E. GROSSE1, K.D. SCHILLING, R. SCHWENGNER, A. WAGNERPart of PhD thesis C. NairIn explosive stellar environments like supernovae, thetemperatures are high enough for the prodution ofheavy neutron de�ient nulei, the so-alled p-nulei.These are thought to be produed in suh senarioseither through hains of photodisintegration reationslike (γ,n), (γ,p) and (γ, α) on heavy seed nulei or bya reently suggested mehanism interpreted as the νpproess[1℄. The preise knowledge of the ross setionsof these reations are of ruial importane for the pre-dition of the p-nulei abundanes in nuleosynthesisnetwork alulations.At the ELBE bremsstrahlung faility, photodisintegra-tion studies on the astrophysially relevant p-nulei

92Mo and 144Sm have been performed via the pho-toativation tehnique. All the three types of pho-todisintegration reations were observed for the twonulei and in partiular the (γ, α) reations of thementioned nulei were studied for the �rst time.Bremsstrahlung endpoint energies hosen ranged from10.0 to 16.5MeV. Details and main results of the pho-toativation studies on 92Mo are omprised in [2℄.Samples of �ne Sm2O3 powder (mass ≈ 3 g, diameter18mm) were irradiated in the photoativation site lo-ated behind the eletron beam dump together withan Au sample. During the same experiment, anotherAu sample was irradiated at the target position inthe bremsstrahlung ave together with a 11B sample.By using the known 197Au(γ,n) ross setion and theknown sattering ross setion of transitions in 11B weould estimate the photon �ux in the eletron beamdump. For more details of the experimental setup andmethod see, [2, 3℄.The number of radioative nulei Nact(E0) produedin a photoativation measurement is proportional tothe integral of the absolute photon �ux φγ(E, E0)multiplied by the photodisintegration ross setion
σγ,x(E) from the reation threshold energy Ethr up tothe bremsstrahlung spetrum end-point energy E0:
Nact(E0) = Ntar ·

∫ E0

Ethr

σγ,x(E)φγ(E, E0)dE.The symbol x stands for the emitted partile (i.e,
n,p or α). Ntar is the number of target atoms in thesample. Nact(E0) an be experimentally determinedwith a low-level ounting setup using the HPGe de-tetor as
Nact(E0) = Nγ(E0, Eγ) · κcorr/(ǫ(Eγ) · p(Eγ)).

Here Nγ(E0, Eγ) denotes the full-energy peak ountsof the observed transition orreted for dead-time andpile-up , ǫ(Eγ) and p(Eγ) stand for the absolute full-energy peak e�ieny of the detetor and the emissionprobability of the photon for the energy Eγ , respe-tively. The fator κcorr aounts for the deay lossesduring irradiation and measurement and this orretsthe measured number of deays to the number ofradioative nulei in the sample.Measured reation yields relative to the 197Au rea-tion yield are as shown in �g. 1. The experimentaldata are ompared with the yield integrals alulatedwith a simulated thik-target bremsstrahlung spe-trum and photodisintegration ross setions preditedby Hauser-Feshbah models [4, 5℄. The 144Sm(γ,n)reation ross setion is dominant for energies above10.5MeV. Sine 144Sm(γ,p) has the reation thresholdat 6.3MeV, it is neessary to do the experiment withendpoint energies between 6.3MeV and 10.5MeV inorder to measure pure (γ,p) yields. Experiments inthis regard are in progress.

Fig. 1 Experimental ativation yields for photodisntegra-tion reations on 144Sm isotopes normalized to the a-tivation yield from 197Au(γ,n) irradiated simultaneously.Symbols stand for 144Sm(γ,n) (triangles) and 144Sm(γ,α)(diamonds). The solid line shows alulations using rosssetions from [4℄ and the dotted one stands for the predi-tions from [5℄[1℄ C. Fröhlih et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 (2006) 142502[2℄ M. Erhard et al., PoS-(NIC-IX) 056 (2006)[3℄ R. Shwengner et al., NIM A 555 (2005) 211[4℄ T. Rausher, F. -K. Thielemann, Atomi Data and Nu-lear Data Tables 88 1(2004)[5℄ A. J. Koning et al., AIP-(ND-2004) 769 (2005) 11541also TU Dresden 50


